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5EASYTRIPS

An open road and
a beast to ride –
every man’s
wet dream

Biking fromMumbai to Harihareshwar,Maharashtra
A SYMPHONYON SEVENTEEN
The blacktop stretching out into the
distance, acres of empty space on either
side, the muted roar of a bunch of Royal
Enfields, their exhaust notes ebbing and
flowing in unison as you make your way
to the beaches… A car might be more
comfortable, and you can catch up on
your sleep in a bus or a train, but these have
nothing on a ride astride an Enfield 500.
Sure, the Enfields of old were brutes to
ride, but the new lot has been to finishing
school and been transformed. They
boast great power delivery, great shock
absorbers, and a gear shift on the same
side as other bikes. And the best part?
You don’t need to own one of your own.
Enfield Riders offers new bikes on
hire in Mumbai (see Getting Around).

It also provides guided tours with ride
captains, an Enfield-certified mechanic,
spares and a back-up vehicle.
A trip to Harihareshwar is the perfect

distance for a bike ride fromMumbai:
not too far to become unmanageably
strenuous, far enough to be significant.
Make sure you set out early – really
early – to leave morning traffic biting
your dust. You travel south-east from
Mumbai towards Panvel and then south
towards Alibaug, past the Karnala Bird
Sanctuary. At Vadkhal Naka, however,
you turn left onto NH 17, instead of
continuing towards Alibaug. Ideally, you
should cross Vadkhal by 8am to avoid
the heavy vehicles. As soon as you hit
NH 17, you will find that the traffic thins
out, allowing the bike to stretch her legs.

Turn right off NH 17 atMangaon and
head south-west towards Harihareshwar.
Except for a few small stretches, most
of the road is pretty good. Keep an eye out
for the road signs – it’s easy to miss a few
turns when the magic of the road takes
you over. As your cavalcade rolls along,
you’ll find schoolchildren jumping up
and waving at you in glee, and the miles
crunching by effortlessly. You’ll feel your
chest swell up with pride under your riding
jacket at being thought of as a modern-
day explorer. If you chance upon another
group of ‘Bulleteers’, slow down and flash
your headlights in acknowledgement.
It’s all part of the code of the road.
You’ll get to Harihareshwar about

five to seven hours later, depending on
how many times you’ve stopped for tea
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GREAT FROM
Mumbaie

GREAT FOR
The thrill of the open road astride
a big bike

GONOW
Before the days become too hot.

TURNOVER FORALL YOU NEEDTOGETTHERE

1. Riding in
formation on
the long trip
2. Harihareshwar
Beach Resort
is a good place
for fresh seafood
3. No road trip
is complete
without cutting
chai at a roadside
stall...
4. The beach next
to the MTDC Resort
in Harihareshwar
is one of the
best settings for
a quiet sundowner
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Pique your taste buds with a visit to
Suvarna Ganesh Khanaval for authentic
Konkani fish, chicken and veg thalis
(seeWhere to Eat). This is where you will
get unlimited helpings in the chicken thali
at no additional cost. All the locals know
where it is, so finding it will be no problem.
Make sure you don’t delay the start

to your journey back to Mumbai, though,
if you want to beat the traffic coming
back from Alibaug. And as the sun slowly
goes down on a memorable weekend,
you’ll surely be reminded of Hemingway’s
words: “It is good to have an end to
journey toward; but it is the journey
that matters.”
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and conversations over the views. Avoid
the beach near the Kalbhairavi Temple;
it’s usually very crowded, especially on
weekends. Head, instead, down from the
MTDC Resort for a more secluded, albeit
smaller, beach. In all probability, all you’ll
have for company is a few locals, Kentish
plovers, a lone Eurasian curlew and your

fellow riders. Brahminy kites will
circle overhead, and you might spot
a magnificent white-bellied sea eagle.
After a day’s hard riding, you’ll be excused
for not wanting to do much else except
take a dip in the sea or and lie around
on the sand till the sun goes down.
Don’t expect a beach like the ones in
Goa, but hey, a beach is a beach, right?
If you’re an early riser, the next

morning, you might want to head
down to Bagmandala and take the
short ferry ride across to visit the ruins
of Bankot Fort (ferry ride: ` 10/ person,
bike fee: ` 50). On your way back, visit
Diveagar Beach, via Shrivardhan (about
35km). There is a spectacular stretch of
road running right along the Kondvil Beach
on the way from Shrivardhan to Diveagar.
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GOODTOKNOW
All the riding gear and paraphernalia

you need for the trip can be hired from
Enfield Riders, including boots, jackets,
balaclavas and tents (` 100 to ` 1,000,
depending on the items; seewebsite
for inclusions).
If you’re a first-time long-distance

rider, ask your ride captain for some
quick tips, especially about riding on
the ghats.
Boat rides are available from the

Bagmandala Jetty through the creek
and backwaters (Mr Satwilkar: 00-91-
9823484626; one-hour boat ride:
` 100/ person, minimum 10 passengers).

to choose from, but the food is singularly
good. The fish is fresh, and vegetarian fare
is also quite delectable. Apart from this,
Harihareshwar Beach Resort also
serves fried fish, prawns and chicken on
request (meal for two: ` 300 to ` 500).
Breakfast fare is also typically
Maharashtrian, with upma, pohe and
misal to choose from (` 40 to ` 60).
Omelettes are also served on request.
At Diveagar, Suvarna Ganesh Khanaval
is the place for great food; the locals
refer to it as Parkar Khanaval (00-91-
9420392111; close to Pinakin Hotel;
meal for two: ` 200 to ` 500). It does
get crowded, though, so be prepared
to wait 15 to 20 minutes to be seated.

CLEAN LOO GUIDE
There are numerous restaurants

along the way till you reach NH 17, where
they start thinning out. Vithal Kamat
has passably clean loos. Once you
take the turn off NH 17 at Mangaon,
though, you won’t find anything
till you reach Harihareshwar.

SAFETY
A riding jacket, sturdy shoes, and
a full-face helmet are musts. Preferably,
also wear riding gloves and knee
guards. This might get cumbersome,
but you’ll thank your stars that you
did if, god forbid, you take a tumble.
Watch out for patches of bad road on
NH 17. They come up quite suddenly.

MEDICAL AID
Apart from basic first-aid, there

aren’t medical facilities in Harihareshwar.
For anything more serious than cuts
and bruises, you will need to get to
Shrivardhan (about 20km).

FACT SHEET
GETTING THERE
Closest metro: Mumbai (approximately 200km)
Closest city: Pune (approximately 175km).
Take the Mulshi road to Tamhini Ghat and then
the left after Sanaswadi towards Mangaon,
from where you take a right to Harihareshwar.
But if you’re riding with Enfield Riders or hiring
a bike from it, you will need to get to Mumbai first.

GETTING AROUND
Tours start from the Enfield Riders’s workshop

in Mumbai (00-91-22-28407018, 00-91-
9821688770; enfieldriders.com, online booking:
book.enfieldriders.com, ride@enfieldriders.com;
Thakur Complex, Kandivali East; 350cc bikes:
` 1,500/ day, 500cc bikes: ` 2,000/ day,
refundable security deposit: ` 5,000; guided
trip from ` 3,000/ person with one night’s twin-
sharing accommodation, basic riding gear, helmet
camera, the services of a road captain, Enfield-
certifiedmechanic, spares and tools and
back-up van. Pillion riders also pay ` 3,000/
person for this trip).

WHERE TO STAY
Harihareshwar Beach Resort:

Situated right next to the Kalbhairavi
Temple, with 10 cottages and
11 rooms, it is the only establishment in
Harihareshwar that has a functioning
bar. The cottages are slightly secluded,
but because of their location right next
to the temple, expect a lot of hustle-
bustle around the place at all times
(00-91-8087403696; harihareshwar.com,
support@harihareshwar.com; near
Shiva Temple; from ` 3,000).

MTDC Resort: This is easily the best
place to stay at in Harihareshwar, with
beautifully-appointed rooms and access
to a secluded beach. Major renovation
work is currently underway though,
so there is no room service, no
restaurant, and only seven rooms
to let (booking: 00-91-22-24143200;
maharashtratourism.gov.in,

contactmaharashtratourism@gmail.com;
near Harihareshwar Beach; from ` 2,100).

WHERE TO EAT
On your way, stop for breakfast

at Vithal Kamat, just short of the
Karnala Bird Sanctuary. Apart from regular
Maharashtrian and South Indian fare,
you can try the Vithal vada, a humungous
potato vada topped with onions,
chutney and sev (00-91-9004075986;
vithalkamats.com; Mumbai – Goa
Highway; 7am –
11pm; about ` 200
for two). When in
Harihareshwar,
à la carte is
a concept
best forgotten.
Most eateries
just have
different types
of thalis

A flash of headlight
and a nod to fellow
Bulleteers is part of
the code of the road
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